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PILLAR AND CLOUD GRANT REQUEST 

Executive Summary  

Pillar and Cloud Network (PCN) is a project designed by the Associated Parishes for Liturgy and Mission 
(APLM:  https://liturgyandmission.org/) and the Episcopal Church of the Holy Spirit, Lebanon, New 
Jersey   (CHS: https://www.churchholyspirit.org/),  that builds intimately linked triads of geographically 
dispersed churches  from approximately 400 recruited congregations in North America (Episcopal, 
Anglican Church of Canada, and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America and in Canada). Through a 
discipline of guided, online seasonal gatherings of parish representatives from the triad congregations, 
collaborative investigations and shared resources can occur within an open, generous space.   
Gatherings will be guided by a Conversation Curriculum which prompts and provokes discovery of 
strengths and openings for adaptive change in a collective, challenging, and creative place for inquiry 
and experimentation.  With participating churches held accountable to each other, and with oversight 
from network coordinators, the publication of resources and results of missional and liturgical activity 
will provide the whole network with models of vitality and innovation.  Publication and promotion of 
models and resources to the whole Church then follow after a time of application.  Additional resources 
from thriving models of Christian community will be provided as preparatory to each gathering and will 
support the value and meaningfulness of the network.  Little revision has been necessary in the context 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, which has only highlighted and heightened the intensity of the need for 
shared communities combining together to adapt effectively, while keeping true to their core 
theological identities. The mission and self-understanding of both CHS and APLM is to be the Church in 
the midst of the world as a sign, instrument, and foretaste of the promised and immanent Reign of God.  
Thriving congregations are energized and supported in an alignment with this self-understanding. 

https://liturgyandmission.org/
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